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Rosemary (Jan Bradshaw) laughs at the antics of Lucy's puppet. Lucy is played by Sian
Hayden in Confusions, a set of five interlinked plays by Alan Ayckbourn, presented by the
Chameleon Theatre Company at Chandler's Ford                                                        T5339A
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Stories of life, love and loneliness, eleven
actors, a mass of parts and five intertwined
tales.

Confusing? It may have been but not the
the Chameleon Theatre Company’s version
of Alan Ayckbourn’s witty play, Confusions.

The sets and lighting at  The Ritchie
Memorial Hall, Chandler’s Ford, gave a sense
of reality that the cast of this popular and
acclaimed Eastleigh-based group really
brought to life.

In Mother Figure, Sian Hayden plays Lucy,
a stay-at-home mum who can't switch off the
baby talk – she's wonderfully strict, though
encouraging, and won't put up with bad
manners. Her mothering turns out to be just
what the warring couple next door,
Rosemary (Jan Bradshaw) and Terry (Terry
James), require to return a little respect into
their repressive marriage.

In Drinking Companion, Wayne Bradshaw
is heartbreaking as Harry, a salesman
desperate for some female company in the
unwilling form of Paula (Liz Stevens) and
her workmate Bernice (Jenny Weston). The
pathetic Harry is played with great
sensitivity, while the two women try to ditch
their drinking companion as gently as they
can in a suffocating situation.

Talk in the Park ended the first half, with a
group of people sitting separately on park
benches in typically English isolation. Each
is desperate to talk about their respective
problems, but nobody is willing to listen. A
game of musical benches ensues, and there’s
plenty to amuse amid the angst.

Between Mouthfuls was definitely the
highlight. We follow events through the eyes
of the arch waiter, played by the versatile
Wayne Bradshaw. Mr and Mrs Pearce (Stuart
Wineberg and Di Williams) are eating-out
after Mr Pearce's three-week business trip.
Polly (Sian Hayden) and Martin (Terry
James) are out for a similar reason. The
meals get increasingly fraught and it
becomes clear that the couples have a lot in
common. The scene was elegantly produced
with some tricky choreography, and let the
wonderful cast really show off their
strengths.

Gosforth’s Fete rounded off the evening
with a hilarious farce. Scandal is brewing in
the tea-tent of a village fete, and the
villagers are about to let off steam as storm-
clouds crackle overhead.

Not too confusing, but definitely enjoyable!

–Joanna Neilson

Enjoyable fusion
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ENTERTAINMENT

Actor Damian Lynch, who is set to play
the part of Manfred Day in Theatre Royal
Winchester's pantomime version of
Robinson Crusoe, An Island Adventure,
finally made it to Winchester this week
after filming commitments with Steven
Spielberg prevented him making it to the
launch of this year’s pantomime.

Damian has spent 10 weeks in Budapest
for the filming of Steven Spielberg's new

movie Munich due for release in January
2006. He plays the part of a Kenyan athlete
alongside Daniel Craig, Geoffrey Rush and
Eric Bana.

He said: “This is my first big
international movie part and it has been
amazing to be directed by the legendary
Spielberg.

“But there's something about getting up
on stage and being in front of a live

audience that is magical and I’m looking
forward to being in panto in Winchester
for the Christmas season and playing the
role for all it is worth!”

After missing the launch  in September,
Lynch was finally able to visit the theatre,
do a tour of the city, complete some
promotional photography and start
preparing for his role as Crusoe's faithful
companion.

Gasping is a comic satire revolving
around a group of marketing and
business executives looking for
something called a Pot Noodle – a
product the public never knew it
wanted or needed and yet buys by the
million every day. The bluff, cigar-
chewing Sir Chiffley Lockheart (John
Vine) gives senior lackey Phillip
(Simon Merrells, oozing author Ben
Elton from every pore), the tricky
task of finding one.

Phillip creates an air purifier
known as the “Suck and Blow”, which
gradually takes over the world market
place.

Gasping takes us through Suck And
Blow’s establishment as an essential
lifestyle tool and right on until it
becomes a huge risk to the population
in general. Which is when Phillip
develops a very unhealthy conscience.

Simon Merrells gets it just right as
the yuppie pandering to his boss’s
every whim, and his outstanding
scene is the one-person massage,
which flings him all over the room.

He lusts after feisty, self-centred
advertising executive Kirsten Carlton
(a scarily confident Rae Hendrie), but
is too nice compared to the treach-
erous Sandy (David Marshallsea).

Although the rapid-fire monologues
occasionally overwhelmed John
Vine’s delivery, it added an
appropriate bluster to his
performance. The language of big
business employs an over-endowment
of innuendo, raising hugely amused
titters among the audience. But it’s
still hard to care for these characters.

Director Paul Jepson’s strong
foursome cast is supported by a clever
set of a revolving wall which, with a
lightning-quick change of props,
transforms from airy blue skies to
sweaty steam room.

Sound and music changes are
abrupt and suit the jumpy, jittery
lifestyle of a world heading for the
edge.

Satire is a tricky thing to get right.
Go too far and it can become too
preachy, go the other way and people
ignore you.

For most of the time, lampooning
our selfish consumerist culture works
fairly well and only towards the end is
the message put up in glaring lights,
just in case we missed it.

Fortunately the rest of the show is
more than rude enough to help
forgive this shocking display of
conscience.

Gasping is at the Haymarket
Theatre, Basingstoke, until Saturday,
November 12 .

‘Lynch’ pin in from Munich

Potted
culture

Front page picture
Geoff Smith was one of 47 ploughmen

who took part in an annual ploughing
match near Stockbridge last weekend.
He won the conventional ploughing
trophy 50 years after competing in the
Growmore Agriculture Club’s first
ploughing match in 1955. For more
pictures, and a full report of the event,
see main Chronicle, page 9.


